
  

Roadmap
v1.3 Codename: Monkeys in a Barrel

Big Picture Hypothesis

“Fold subsequence 
duplication is a 

statistically significant 
mode of protein domain 

evolution.”
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Structural Analysis Method
Best Fit Solids Approach



  

Breaking apart TIM barrels
More obvious ones

1BYA 1EIX

1KLZ 1NAL



  

Breaking apart TIM barrels
Less obvious ones

1MNZ1JCJ

1Q6C 1YBE



  

Doxey's hint: Parse SSEs
Parse: To derive meaning from sequence

SSE: Secondary Structural Element

● Our operating definition of a SSE
● A single subsequence or substructure that is 

repeated in a single translation unit
● A unit foil in n-foils

● TIM Barrel SSE = (β-a)
● Trefoil SSE = (β-β-β-o-β)
● i.e. Parse the calculated secondary structure 

and break apart each SSE.



  

Problem with Parsing
TIM barrel SSEs aren't always regular



  

PDBs Contain More Data!
How do we dope the parse with a 3D barrel fit?

Algorithm:
- Select all residues belonging to beta sheets from a PDB
- Find the sheets that belong to the best fit barrel

- For each combination of sheets:
- Perform simplex algorithm to fit sheets to cylinder

- Best fit cylinder has the smallest residuals
- Expand selection to discover residues belonging to helices



  

Advantages and Drawbacks

● Advantage:
● Method can be extended to trefoil and other objects 

that can be projected to two-space
● An extension exists to extend this to things that 

can't be projected – like sandwiches
● Drawback:

● Unable to cope with 1YBE, our broken friend.



  

Presentation Midpoint
Any questions before moving onto Foil-Sensitive MSA?

● Structure Progress
● Learned the math 

needed
● Now need to code this
● Now need to adapt 

PDB data to fit the 
algorithm

● Sequence Progress
● Deployed code to 

create guide tree
● Deployed code to 

create profiles
● Deployed nearest 

neighbour code
● Now need to adapt 

Needleman-Wunsch 
algorithm for our partial 
profiles



  

End of Structure Half of Presentation
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